GEMINO20

•
•
Rollator with unique functionality and flexibility

Gemino 20 is available in three
different sizes, so you can always be
sure of finding a Gemino model that
suits you and your needs.

Safety, support and stability
The unique and very stable design ensures that you can walk securely
in all settings. When you need a rest, Gemino has a comfortable and
convenient seat with back strap.
IV pole

Comfortable, correct position for walking
Cane holder

It is easy to adjust Gemino to the correct height. The brake and pushing
handles have been carefully designed to be comfortable and easy to
use. A memory feature ensures handle heights can always return to the
proper setting.

Safe and easy to use
Light

Tray

Umbrella

Slow-down brake

High-quality integrated reflectors make Gemino clearly visible to road
users. The unique brake block design ensures that the brakes stop the
wheels very effectively. The design of the built-in curb climber makes it
very easy to negotiate obstacles such as curbs and door sills. A unique
side deflector makes it easier to nagivate doorways, table legs and other
furniture, without the risk of the back wheels getting caught.

Gemino – design
The items with which we surround ourselves help define how we are
perceived. The elegant and sleek design of Gemino appeals to both
young and old alike.

Bag for oxygen bottle

The rollator folds up in
one easy step and locks
automatically into the
folded position

Bag with lid and
shoulder strap

Specifications

Gemino 20 Gemino 20 M Gemino 20 S

Total height
Total length
Total width

30.7 - 39.4 ”
25.6 ”
23.6 ”

27.2 - 34.6”
25.6”
23.6”

25.6 – 30.3”
25.6”
21.7”

18”
24.4”
16.1 lbs
330 lbs
11 lbs

18”
21.7”
15.9 lbs
287 lbs
11 lbs

16”
18.9”
15 lbs
275 lbs
11 lbs

Distance between
Pushing handles
Seat height
Total weight
Max. user weight
Max. weight in bag
Recommended
user height

4’11” - 6’7”

4’5” - 5’7”

4’1” - 5’5”

Gemino is available in a number of different models:
Gemino 30 – a more advanced version of the rollator
Gemino 30 walker – with support for the forearms
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